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ABSTRACT

Taa problem of determining the feasibility of expanding the

system designed ay General £lectronies Laboratories, Inc. , lata a
large practical array involve* so many aspects that require concentre-

analysis of the core and diode matrix scheme.

The immediately obvious problem was diode hack leakage current.

Whenever large numbers of crystal diodes are connected In parallel, the

summation of individual hack leakage currents at critical points may
cause trouble by destroying stored information in a core, or by sufficiently

reducing the net magnetising force on the selected core so that ptepmx
readout is not insured. In addition, leakage currents generate directly on
the output winding an unwanted voltage that may indicate wrong Informa-
tion when a core is read out.

To determine the sine limitation imposed by the foregoing eon*
ditions, the diode matrix was analytically reduced* and the magnitude of

total leakage current waa calculated as a function of matrix sine and road
current. The pulse retponsofl of the core used in the modal in the "clear" 9

11 1", and "0" remanent states wore then obtained for currents in the range
of interest. The core response data was then correlated with the matrix
analysis to find out which condition waa the limiting one. Interpretation

of the data was made under the susurnpHoa that the memory core and
diode characteristics were identical.

The results included:

1) Leakage current output voltage is a function only of total leak*

age in a a - plane and is of the same sign as the readout voltage.

Z) The use of silicon point - contact diodes allows a much greater
matrix siae,

3) For small disturbances, the magnitude of the output voltage of

the core is independent of the state or the direction of the

disturbance.

Z S 7 ?/
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Tib* conclusions and recommendations included?

1) Lioakagy corsreut o*itpu& voltage is too factor taai limits matrix
siae.

2) Good reliable operation *»*y oe obtained frem a 32 x 32
•is* « - plan* matrix.

3) The operation of a 44 x 64 siae a - plane matrix would bo
marginal at boat.

4) Too existing device may not bo operating under optimum con-
ditions. At too read current value ©4 100 mt. usede too coroe
do not give the maximum difference between "i" and "0"

readout voltage*.

$) The use of clipping instead of reference core comparison tech-
nique, or the uae of a reference core different from tike

memory core will greatly iacreaee tao limit to which the

^e^ a up»v^^a*s^a^w^^^ ^n*w BSwe™a^we ^vaaoaa v^ea>9p ^seu^^^e>a^s ae^v aa^wnw^ wuo «ewa^pa saaa»e«s^w e»*e

* limit ia imooaed bv diode ebunt caeecitance aod core

Thesis Supervisors Thomas F. Jones, Jr.

Titles Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering
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IKTROIDHCTION
-

The basis of the nondestructive readout method developed by

General Electronics Lsbs, lac, , and tested in a sixteen ward bread*

beard model U minor leap permeability, Bosorth (I) shows bow

minor loop permeability varies lor different remanent states » For a

stable remanent state near the maximum negative wm#8*wt state, the

ratio of minor loop permeability to the permeability at the undisturbed

sere (maximum positive remanent) state is approximately Z to i.

Ia Fig, I, stable remanent state "A" is defined as a 1 '.

Normally* maximum negative remanent* is given this designation*

bat in order to proceed logically from the work already dona on this

method, the notations previously established will be continued. If a

core in state 1 is pulsed positively to H% the magnitude of the output

doublet voltage which appears across secondary windings will be

approximately twice the voltage thai would appear if the core were ia

the '0" state. Since state "l" is stable, a readout pulse of magnitude

H' may be applied an infinite number of times without destroying the

state, and the intelligence stored by the core may be determined by the

secondary voltage magnitude, The advantages of this nondestructive

readout system over the presently used read • rewrite system of

coincident currents is felt not to be a part of the objectives of this

Investigation.

Two practical ways of differentiating between the l and "0

read voltages are clipping and reference core comparison, la the first*
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the maximum "0" output voltage would be determined, and circuit*

would b« designed to exclude ell signal* below that level. In this

manner* tike output from a stored one would yield a signal out too out-

put from a stored sero would not.

Too second metaou compares the output of too memory core

wwu that o* a reference core which is always in ties aero slate. Too

cere* are pulsed *a#wUa*u$ sm simMJfaneows iy, ana tne outputs are

comparison with tne reference core in tne difference amplifier will

theoretically yield no output* whereas if it hold* a -one, there will be an

output. General Electronics I*fes. chose tins method in constructing

their working model.

To snow now a memory matrix may operate on this principle of

nondestructive readout, a 4 by 4 by 4 matrix will be need as an illustra-

tion. Fig. in is tne circuit diagram of tne memory. Included on this

figure are wiring diagrams for botb tne reference and memory element!.

Fig. II snows tne spatial configuration of tne matrix

Tne matrix capacity is sixteen words of four binary digits per

word. The four cores with tne same (x» y) coordinates in all four

s - planes make up one word. Tne X and T drivers work in pairs, so

that tne selection of drivers X^ and Tm pulses the word (x^ 7m )»

Each word has a reference core associated with it, and each core has a

forward and back diode associated with it.

Pulsing a word through the clear circuit sends a 190 ma. pulse

through twenty turns on each core in the word, and drives them ail into
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the maximum negative remanent state. At the same time, reversed

current connections en the reference cor* associated with the word

drive* It into tins '0 ' or positive remanent state* Too clear condition,

toon* it all memory ceres in the majdmum nogativa remanent state

and the reference earn in the state.

To writa a w 1
' into a mamory core, the appropriate X, Y« and

Z driver* are energized. The X and Y drivers In combination* and the

Z driver, each supply 100 ma. through tea tarn* and switch tha designa-

ted core into the : *0" state, Ail other cores in the a • plana and all

other cores in the word are disturbed from the clear state into the

stable i stat* by a magnetising force of one ampara * turn, since

tha Z driver selects an entire plane and the X and Y drivers select a

whole word* The reference core state is not disturbed because the

write - aero pulse is in the positive direction* i.e., in such a direction

aa to drive it further into tha '0 state.

Writing a T* into a core merely requires that the core be die*

turbed by 100 ma. through ten turns. Ones are written into whole word*

at once by aelsction of appropriate X and Y drivers.

Similarly, in reading out, an entire word is read out at once.

Each a » plane has its own output winding which threads all cores in

that plane, A selected combination of X and Y drivers pulses a word

and Its reference core with one ampere * turn. This amplitude read

pulse will not disturb cores from their stable states. One core in each

a e plane is therefore energised, and the output of each a - plane is
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compared, in * difference amplifier, with the oltag* output of the

atat* reference ear* of the selected ward. This readout process may

be repeated an InftaHe atzntar of times without destroying the intelli-

gence on tha cava*. Beading out anrt writing anas are Identical opera-

tions insofar as the drivers are concerned.

For further information concerning toe actual circuits and

operation of the breadboard model constructed by General Fleet - nic»

Labs, Inc., see (2).

A ae^o* A^e»iiFes^os ?wawea a^a,

the purpose of which is dUassociatiea of the clear and !,read • write

'

circuit*. Sinea the diodes are not perfect* same leakage occur*. As

the matrix is expanded in slse, mere bach paths t&rough the diodes are

peat in parallel, increasing the total leakage current. These Individual

hack leakage currents may combine at paints in the matrix. If the com*

baaed leakage current is sufficiently large, it may cause trouble in

three ways. It may disturb the remanent state of a core. It may generate

ax unwanted voltage directly on the output winding that causes the indica-

tion of wrong information. Finally, it may reduce the net magnetising

force en the selected core sufficiently so that its I voltage output when

readout cannot be differentiated from the -6" output of the reference core.
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PROCEDURE

The diode matrix t& Fig. tH waa redrawn in three dimensions

without the cores a* shewn la Fig. IV-A. When the assumption i»

made that aU diodes ar* Identical* It It possible to reduce the three

dimensional matrix of Fig. IV-A to tha simple parallel circuit of

Fig. V-A. Use of this circuit in conjunction with forward and rarrorae

low voltaga charactaristic corves for the 1N56A (the diode employed by

tha system under consideration) permitted tha calculation of laakaga

carrant versus raad currant for various values of matrix sine.

Tha voltages on cora output windings for low ampere • turn

input* wara obtained in tha laboratory. A continuous spectrum of

this laakaga voltage waa obtained for tha thraa different states in which

tha eora could bo, tha clear state, the 1 ' state, and tha "© ' state.

The matria: laakaga paths ware analysed to determine tha loca-

tions of tha critical'' pfdnftf whore all or many of the individual leakage

currents combined.

Tha laboratory data waa correlated with the diode matrix

analysis and the leakage path analysis to estimate to what approximate

sine the matrix could be extended before one of the three troubles

previously mentioned blocked a farther increase In aise*
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RESULTS

1) For small ampere • turn magnetizing forces* the magni-

tude of the voltage output of the core is independent of the state of the

core or the direction of the magnetizing force. Fig, VI shows the

voltage output curves for a core in the 1", "Q", and 'clear' states

when pulsed positively. The curves are identical up to a value of

about . 2 ampere - turns.

2) Leakage current output voltage is a function only of total

leakage current in a z - plane.

3) Leakage current output voltage is of the sense to add to the

"I ' and 0" output in the z - plane output winding.

4) Leakage current output voltage is independent of the 'a"

direction of expansion.

5) Total leakage current increases with an increase in read

current or matrix sizes. See Figs. VII and VHI-A.

6) A selection magnetizing-force current of 1. 1 ampere - turns

yields a higher 1 to '0" output ratio than 1. ampere - turns used in

the system. The plot of the output curves for these two remanent states

is shown on Fig. VI. Increasing the read current to some higher value

will ease the problem of differentiating between the 1 and "6" outputs.

7) Fig. VEt shows one curve for silicon diode, Transitron type

$•5. The leakage currents computed for a 256 x 256 size matrix usi

these diodes are less than those in a 50 x 5© size using the IN56A.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Matrix Analysis of leakage Path*

The exact locations of anticipated trouble conditions were

established in general terms by analysis of the leakage paths shown

in Fig. IV-B.

If the word at (xj, y. ) was selected to he read, all cores in

every x • position on the yj line, except the selected core, could

have its remanent state sufficiently disturbed so that the output voltage

would indicate a 1 when a ' was actually stored. This is seen by

observing that the magnitudes of the leakage currents through the

'clear" and "read" windings of cores in positions (x2 3 n Ti ) &?*

approximately equal. The "clear" winding has twice as many turns

as the read winding. Therefore, the net effective magnetising force

on the core is from the leakage current in the clear winding which

tends to disturb the cores toward the negative remanent or clear

state. If the core is disturbed sufficiently (not necessarily all or even

most of the way to the i state) its output voltage when read at a

later date could be large enough to indicate a 1 .

It is also seen that the same magnitude of leakage current in

the above "clear" windings also flows in the clear winding of the

selected core. If this leakage current is sufficiently large, it may

reduce the net read magnetizing force to such a value that a 1 output

voltage is reduced so that it may not be differentiated from the "0"

voltage of the reference core.
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However, if those leakage currents are traced back through

their paths, it is established that the sum of both the clear and

"read" leakage currents at (x
2t 3. . . n» Yj > flows through read windings

at core positions (jcj, y? 3 )• The effect of these currents is to

generate an unwanted positive voltage on the output winding. If the

selected core stores a ;

^ this leakage current, voltage adds to the 0"

output voltage from the a • plane and the sum may be sufficiently

larger than the reference core "0 voltage to indicate a 1 . It is very

important to note that this leakage current voltage also adds to a 1

output voltage of the z • plane

«

Let Ij equal the read current, 1^ equal total leakage current,

Ic equal leakage current in clear winding of the selected core, and

n equal linear dimension of matrix size.

Then for n -z 75 (75 x 75 matrix), at Ij r 100 ma. , I
2
= 33 ma.

The maximum leakage current in the "clear" winding of the selected

c
I? %% It 106

ore is—&— --££L r .2215 ma. The ratio of * - = 452.
2n«l 149 T^~~ . 22T5

For iL = 100. the ratio of; *** magnetising force on the coxe y
Ic

magnetizing force from 1
%

alone

. 98 (Ic flows through twice as many turns) . Since the read H - 1 amp.

turn, the net H on the selected core equals .98 amp. -turns. This

reduces the magnitude of the "1" output voltage by only * of a volt
EGG

It
ot 5 my. (from Fig. IX-B). Since the ratio, for n e75 is more

4c

than four times 100, the ratio of magnetizing forces is even closer to
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I. 0. A matrix of n * 75 is already past what is considered marginal

operation by reason of leakage output voltage. (See Correlation of

Core Data with Matrix Analysis). Therefore, it is determined that

this situation need not be a consideration in expanding the presently

existing system, since its size is already limited by another effect of

leakage current.

The leakage current through clear winding* may destroy

information if large enough. Let I2 * 33 ma. (n * 75, 1
%
* 100 ma.).

The H appUed to the cores at (x^
3- # #R

. 7
1

) from the leakage current

in the read winding is: J^L- <10 turns)# Fromm clw ^^^
I?

, <-20 t*rns).
Z n-1

The net H is the sum of the above;

hN«* H

c

rsrr uo • 20) = -2. 215 ma. tum*.

This is much too small to disturb the remanent state sufficiently

to increase the output voltage of a core when read out at a later date.

Again matrix size is already limited by another effect of leakage

current.

Matrix Analysis of Diodes
"" * 1

1 1

Total leakage current was found to be a function of I. the

selection current, n the linear dimension of matrix sise, and the

characteristics of the particular diodes used. Forward and reverse

low voltage characteristics of the Sylvania iN5oA, the diode used in

the system under consideration, obtained from the manufacturer
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(Figs. X and XI) permitted the calculation of the magnitude of total

leakage current for any matrix size and given value of I«. These

results are plotted in several different forms in Figs. VII, VIH, and

VIII -A. The curves show both the manner in which total leakage

current increases with matrix size and magnitude of read current* as

well as the relative^absolute magnitudes of total leakage current. A

significant system improvement was noted over the germanium diodes

with the use of a silicon diode, Transitron type S-5. it was necessary

to increase the matrix size to 256 x 256 in order to obtain leakage

current magnitudes to permit plotting on the same scale of Fig. VII*

Memory Core Characteristics

Theoretically* core output voltages should depend on the

remanent position of the core on its hysterisis loop, being propor-

tional to the incremental permeability at each remanent position.

When output data was taken for the three possible remanent states of

the cores as used in this system, it was found that the curves of out*

put voltage versus magnetizing force were coincident up to a magne-

tizing force of about . 2 amp. -turns. It is felt that the reason for this

lay in the accuracy limitations of the test equipment rather than the

actual core characteristics being identical for all three remanent

states. In the measurement of the extremely small output voltages

from the small magnetizing forces which would result from the magni-

tudes of leakage currents found in the diode analysis, differences in
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output voltages between the core states were not measurable.

Because of this, and since the output voltage curves appeared to be

coincident near the origin* with a constant slope, the assumption

was made that any actual differences of output voltage for the rema-

nent states would be negligible up to a magnetizing force of * 2 amp. •

turns.

When the magnetising force was increased to values near the

region of operation* it was found that an appreciably higher 1 out*

put was obtainable. The response of a "I* for a read current of 110

ma. was plotted on Fig. IX-B to illustrate this. Bosorth (1) shews

how incremental permeability varies for different remanent states.

Correlation of Core Data with Matrix Analysis

Every core with leakage current in it will generate a voltage

on an output winding. A general analysis of the matrix using eatab-

Ushed magnitudes of leakage current, core voltage output data, the

equivalent circuit of Fig. V-B, and the number and direction of core

windings, was made to determine a final magnitude of output voltage

from leakage current. It was found that all the leakage voltages from

cores associated with the two parallel branches cancelled, leaving as

the only leakage output voltage that generated by the cores associated

with the set of forward diodes in series with the parallel branches of

Fig. Y-B. These cores, in the case of a selected position of (x. , y.),

are at the (x., y ) positions previously mentioned. In general
* Z, 3. . . n
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term*, for a selected position of (x^, y ) all cores on the x^ line,

lees the selected core, will generate output voltages from leakage

currents

.

The magnitudes of leakage output voltages for a series of

leakage currents, which were identified with matrix sizes by holding

I j constant at 100 ma., were calculated and plotted against matrix

size in Fig. VI. In addition 'I", '0M , and 1" - *0" voltage magni-

tude levels were drawn on the same figure.

As previously noted, the leakage current output voltage is

added to both the 'V and t H output voltage from the memory cores.

However, the magnitude of the reference core '0 response is fixed.

This means that if a 0" is to be read out of a memory core, leakage

current output voltage may add a sufficient amount to the total output

voltage to have the sensing amplifier indicate a 1 response. The

matrix size 64 x 64 was determined to be marginal by the following

somewhat arbitrary reasoning.

This is the size where the 1 - "0" difference voltage is

reduced by approximately one half, and it will be reduced even more

by statistical variations in core and diode characteristics. Consistent

detection of ones and zeros with very small difference voltages requires

extremely careful engineering of sensing amplifiers with precision

components. This is the major limitation when it is kept in mind that

consistent, reliable detection is of paramount importance.
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Noise Voltage Considerations

it should be noted that these leakage output voltages are

predictable to the extent that the diode and core characteristics

are identical. Random, unpredictable voltages, commonly known

as "noise' voltages, will exist in this system and may ultimately

limit the matrix si»e.

Several possible sources of noise voltage exist. A diode may

change its characteristics after a period of operation and permit

more leakage current in a leakage path. This means that there may

be incomplete cancellation of the leakage voltages generated in the

matrix positions other than cores on the selected x line, y -

positions. These are random because the effect could be any of the

ones discussed previously, depending on the particular diode that is

bad.

Cores will undoubtedly be individually tested (automatic or

otherwise) to obtain as nearly uniform responses as possible. Never-

theless, small differences will exist simply because obtaining exactly

identical cores in large numbers is a tremendously difficult problem.

The differences in core responses will again result in incomplete

leakage current output voltage cancellation, even if all diodes are

exactly identical. As before, these uncancelled leakage output voltages

are random and unpredictable

.

There is always the possibility of spurious voltages being
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generated from air leakage flux, and other energy fields from

external sources.

It is obvious that as matrix si*e increases,the opportunities

for generation of noise voltages will increase. No quantitative

estimates or predictions can be made except by measurements as

larger and larger matrices are operated.
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CONCLUSIONS

1) In the range of matrix size a investigated, magnitudes of

leakage current are too small to be the limiting effect by preventing

proper readout of the selected core or destroying stored information.

The present system, then, is limited in size by the leakage current

output voltage which adds to the readout to indicate a 1 .

2) Expansion of the present system to a 32 by 32 matrix is

feasible since at this matrix size, the leakage current output voltage

is only 15 percent of the 1 • "0'* output voltage difference. At 64 by

64, however, the percentage is more than 30 percent* and operation

is marginal at best.

3) The system may not be operating at its optimum point*

since 100 ma. read current does not yield the maximum 1 to '0'*

output ratio. For each value of matrix size, the read current value

must be optimized to give the maximum 1 - 0" output voltage

difference with minimum leakage current.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1) In the existing system, there always will be a difference

between the "0" readout voltage and the reference core output volt-

age. This difference is the leakage voltage. If a core larger than

the memory core is used as reference, the voltage output of the

reference will be larger and may be used to compensate for the leak-

age voltage. Overcompensation, or designing the reference output to

lie between the 1 and * readout voltages, will ease the problem

of subsequent amplification oi the output difference.

2) The use of clipping to differentiate between the ,; 1" and

I output should also be thoroughly investigated.

3) The system should be operated at a point of maximum "l n

to "0" output voltage difference, and input turns (read current magni-

tude) should be adjusted within practical limits for minimum leakage

current.

4) The use of smaller memory cores may greatly reduce

the problem of winding the cores by reducing the number of windings.

This, however, may reduce the 1 to : output difference, thereby

making differentiation between the two signals more difficult.

5) It is of the utmost importance that a dynamic analysis of

the system be made. The further limitations imposed by stray

capacitance, diode shunt capacitance, and other dynamic factors may

be extreme.

6) The use of silicon point-contact diodes is highly recommended,
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APPENDIX A

DETAILS OF PRO CEDURE

Analysis of the Diode Matrix

Fig. IV -A, the three dimensional view of the diode matrix,

can be reduced to Fig. V-A or V-B. By showing that points ;)A" and

"JB on Fig. V-B are always at the same potential, the points may he

connected for the purposes of static analysis. This reduction is

valid* if the assumption of identical diodes is made, because the

ratio of the number of back diodes to forward diodes in each of the

two parallel leakage paths of Fig, V-B is the same.

It is obvious that aa the matrix size is increased, more diodes

are paralleled, lowering the ratio of the leakage path resistance to

the read path resistance. Consequently, as N is increased, for a

fixed readout current, the leakage paths take more and more of the

total driver current. One important feature of memory design is

design of the drivers, which, besides supplying readout current, must

supply the leakage current. An important parameter for driver design

is the ratio of leakage current (I,) to readout current (1^) as a function

of matrix size. ThU curve was obtained using Sylvania-supplied low

voltage characteristics for the diode 1K56A (Figs. X and XI) in con-

junction with Fig. V-A.

The method used is as follows:

I. Assume a value of N.
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2. Assume a value of leakage current.

3. In each of the three diode sections of the leakage path,

divide the current in accordance with the number of

parallel diodes. The voltage drop across the section

is then the voltage across one diode in that section.

4. Using Fig. X and Fig. XI, add up the voltage drops in

the leakage path. This voltage sum is the drop across

the read diode.

5. 1| is equal to (voltage drop across the read diode • . 75) X

(58.5) ma. This equation represents the slope and inter-

cept of the forward characteristic curve of the diode.

Published curves do not extend to the region of interest

and they had to be extrapolated, but the diodes are usually

stable up to 3Q0 ma. D. C, and probably much higher for

low duty cycles.

6. Calculate the desired ratios and the value of leakage

current.

Leakage Current Voltage Analysis

As mentioned previously, all the cores in a s - plane are

linked by the same output winding. Whan a word is read out, one

core in that e - plane impresses on the output winding a voltage which

is dependent upon the core state. Other cores in that z * plane, how*

ever, are pulsed by leakage currents, and they too impress a voltage
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on the output winding. This leakage voltage appeared to be dependent

upon the state of the core in the leakage circuit. The system under

consideration allows the cores to be in any one of three states,

clear , 1", and "0" so that it became necessary to obtain in the

laboratory the response of the core to small currents when the core

wa<* in ail three states. Fig. IX»A shows a block diagram of the

apparatus used.

A. The !, M State.

Driver #2 was disconnected. The output of driver #1

was raised sufficiently to put a test core in the ' 0' state, then

was reduced to zero. The output was raised in small incre-

ments and for each increment, the core output voltage and the

voltage across the metering resistor were recorded. Metering

resistance voltage is proportional to the current pulsing the

core, so that a spectrum of output voltage versus input current

for a positively pulsed '0 ' was obtained. Ten windings were

used on the input and twenty windings were used on the output.

The input windings were then reversed and the same procedure

followed to get the data for a negatively driven clear .

B. The 1 State.

Driver #2 was disconnected after it was used to put the

core in the clear state. Driver #1 output was raised to 100 ma.»
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and then reduced to aero. The core was now in the 1 state.

Driver #1 output was raised in small increments to 100 ma.

and data was taken in the same manner as previously. The

output was then raised to 110 ma. and the process repeated

for the stable remanent state resulting from a 110 ma. posi-

tive pulse. Fig. IX-B is a plot of the data obtained in the

laboratory.

Correlation of the Diode Matrix Analysis with l*eakage Voltage Analysis

la analysing the diode matrix, Fig. V-A was derived by con-

necting equipotentlal points A and B In Fig. V-B, with the ulti-

mate goal of computing total leakage current as a function of N. In a

leakage voltage analysis, the Important criterian is the current in the

individual diodes and their related cores, and it is not immediately

obvious that the total leakage current in the matrix of Fig. V-A will

produce the same effect. Consequently, the two leakage path* were

kept separate, and Fig. V-B was used as a basis for this calculation.

In Fig. V-B, the number in brackets indicates the number of

turns on the associated core through which the leakage current passes,

and the sign indicates whether the output voltage tends to add or sub-

tract from a read voltage. The resistances of the two leakage paths

are in a ratio of N to (N-l). This is based on the assumption that for

large matrices the currents in the two leakage branches and hence for«

ward and back resistances in these branches are approximately equal.
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One important result of the core data is that for small

disturbances the voltage output of the core may be assumed to be

independent of the state (see Fig. Dt»B). This greatly simplified

the computation of leakage current output voltage as a function of

matrix size.

fhe leakage voltage in one parallel section of diodes is equal

to the product of:

1. The current in one diode in that section.

Z. The number of turns on the core through which this small

leakage current passes.

3. The slope of the leakage current output voltage curve in

volts per ampere -turn.

4. The number of diode e in that section.

However, the product of one and four yields the total leakage

current in that section. The leakage voltage^ then, Is independent of

the number of diodes in each section, and is dependent only on the

leakage current. This establishes the conclusion that there is com*

plate cancellation of leakage voltage in each parallel branch of Fig. V-B,

which leavefc a net leakage voltage of I
2(N-1){10).

In computing the leakage voltage as a function of N, the following

procedure waa followed:

t, X-t the leakage current at 100 ma. read current, was

recorded for each N curve shown on Fig. v*n.
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2. Leakage voltage equals I2(10)(.0963) where .0963 is the

slope oi the leakage current output voltage curve at small

ampere-turn driving forces.
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SUMMARY .TA AND CALCULATIONS

Figure VII shows the result of the diode matrix analysis. In

addition to indicating at what read current the ratio of leakage current

to read current is a minimum for a given value of N9 it indicates the

upward trend in the ratio as matrix size is increased. The silicon

diode curve also clearly illustrates the advantages to he gained by its

use.

To bring out trends more clearly, Figs. VHI and VIII»A were

drawn from computed data. Fig. VIII shows what portion of the total

driver current is taken by the leakage paths, and Fig. VTH-A shows

how total leakage current increases with both matrix size and read

current.

Fig. IX-B presents the laboratory data of the response of the

core to small magnetising forces. Two positions of the r

l ' state were

used in order to investigate the possibility of improvement by choosing

a better remanent point to store a 1 ".

Fig. VI shows the variation of leakage voltage with matrix

size for a read current of 100 ma. Superimposed on this plot are the

1 and "0" output voltages for the system as it now operates.
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APPENDIX C

SAMPLE CALCULATIONS

Analysis of the Died* Matrix
ii » i in «

TABLE I

fa -if

60m* 10© 99 606 ,2$
V

19700

AT
l2 * *2 AT

«i« -in* -1) <*"*»
<2lI-l)

(1STIF

h h h'h V*i
HMfUBMMWMl

AT

1.1 *V 199 WO >195
V

2.9S*

129m* l$9ma .31ft .465

ii
'

'

u r —M»———»— t
,
iii ~am—*mm——

Ta* values of va and vc war* ototatasd from Fig. X at points

'AM and "C '. Tao vmltta of v^ was similarly obtained from Fig. XI at

point B. ?n* rosultant point, *2/*i" **6S at I| - l?.fm*. lor N - 100,

is plottsd on Fig. VII as point O. Values of 1% wer* chosen so as to

cover the region between IDOma. and the minimum of to* resultant

curvs.
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Calculation of Laakaga Yottaga

1. For N = 7S at I| = 100 ma, , from Fig. VH^I^* S3 ooa.

2. leakage rottaga « 33 a 10~* (10)(.0963) = .031 a volt*.

Tmi« ra»ult is plotted on Fig. VI.
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APPENDIX O

SUPPLEMENTAL DISCISSION

Although all the previous work was predicated on an analysis

of the static case, this by no means Infers that the dynamic response

of the system is of no importance. On the contrary, the dynamic

case may impose even more stringent limitations on the expansion of

the matrix, and before definite conclusions can he reached, this

analysis should be carried out. Even without being mathematically

rigorous, several general trends can be predicted,

Each leakage section in Fig. V»A can be replaced by an induc-

tance in series with the parallel combination of a diode and a capaci-

tance where t

1 1 The diode represents the resistance of all the parallel

diodes in that section.

2. The capacitance represents the parallel combination of all

diode shunt capacitance in that section.

3. The inductance represents the inductance oi the cores

through which the leakage current in that section passes.

The forward diode resistance and capacitance can be neglected,

but the reverse diode resistance and capacitance is significant. Thus

the entire leakage path can be represented by one inductance in series

with the parallel combination of the net reverse diode resistance and

the sum of the reverse diode capacitances. The read path can be
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represented by the inductance of the core being read out, plus a series

forward dio4e.

The core is driven by the current through its windings. For

small matrices, C is small and may he considered an open circuit.

Because of the high back resistance in the leakage circuit, the major

portion of the driver current initially fires through the read path,

reading out the core. As N is increased, there is a threefold effect:

t« Net hack resistance decreases,

2. Net shunt capacity increases

,

3. The net inductance in the leakage path decreases.

The read path circuit parameters are independent of N.

All three effects mentioned above are detrimental to the proper

operation of the circuit, since they all tend to shunt more initial

current through the leakage path, and thus reduce the current in the

read path.

A mathematically rigorous analysis is impossible to do without

laboratory data correlation because the shunt capacitance is variable

with the back voltage across the diode. However, if the read path

current rises too slowly, the core might not be read out. Generally

speaking, if the rate of change of current in the read path is not equal

to or greater than that in the leakage path, the system, probably will

not operate properly.
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ORIGINAI, DATA

>eo * ig»r# DC»A lor block diagram of aooaratos

.

Metering ft*ti«tar» - 53 ohms
Input Turn* = 1©

Output Tumi -- 20

Pulse length - 2 microseconds

£| r Voltage across motoring resistor

£ - Voltage at output winding

£| - Input Current H
5T~

•1r state *gM Stat* (H0mn.) Cloar &tate

*i h "Ni
E, h Kq *i h Eo

(Volts) ****•» (Volts} (Volts) (nut.) (Volts) (Volts]) (ma) (Volts)

.225 4.24 .19 1.12 21.1 .45 ,23 4.33 .09
,35 4,4 ,15 2.25 42,4 1.05 .45 17.93 .25

.45 12.27 .25 3.52 44.4 1.95 .475 **•» ?% .27

.§5 14.94 .30 4.04 97.0 2.90 .90 13.1 .29

1.4 24.4 .59 5.25 99.0 3.45 1.4 24.4 .50

1.5 29.3 .50 4.0 113.2 4.12 1.5 29.3 .55

2.9 37.7 .?« 9.9 130.2 5.25 1.7 31.1 .44

2.5 47.2 .95 2.1 39.4 .75

2.95 55.7 1,02 2.35 44.3 .95

4.2 79.3 1.50 3.0 54.4 1.15
5.5 193. S 1.95 4.95 74.4 1.45
*.v 113.2 2.20 i ovate ca*.

)

5.04 95,1 2.3
7.0 132.0 i.fi . 54 10.2 .25 5.85 110.5 3.0
T.5 141.5 5.0 . eo 24.4 .54 4.4 124.5 3.73

0.0 151.9 3.3 2.49 45.3 1.00 7.5 141.5 4.75
5.5 149.5 3.3 3.44 43.3 1.40 9.25 155.9 4.3

10.4 194,3 4.3 Ot» «p9 91.2 2.14 S.7S 145.0 11.0
13.5 255 5.0 5.10

5.40
94.2
105.0

2.70
3.20

1 ' Stab ma..)

,*ii a.u .40

1.70 32.10 .05

1.90 34.0 .90

3.09 59.1 1.70

4.45 03,9 2.05
4.35 119.0 4.75

4.37 120,1 4.90
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